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Abstract In recent years, Video Streaming has undoubtedly taken up major chunk of bandwidths in Internet. This can be attributed to several streaming sites that have become very popular [1, 2]. But, in today’s high demand for multimedia streaming, the high bandwidths provided from the server can become scarce quickly, making the server link a bottle neck. The more popular the server becomes, many more requests will come, exponentially increasing the demand for the server link. To address this, we propose an IntelligentDynamic Streaming Server (ID server) that maintains two partitions – Server Partition, Client Partition - at each client and uses Co-operative Sharing among the connected clients. Client Partition stores the requested data and Server Partition Stores videos probabilistically based on their popularity. Server partition can be updated when the traffic at server is below certain threshold. We show through simulations that this can out perform traditional Client-Server and Regular Peer to Peer Systems.



1. Introduction Overview Multimedia streaming is very popular in internet would be an understatement to make. Many sites like, Youtube, Google Video have become very popular due to their video streaming. As the popularity of the server increases, the required bandwidth at server end increases. So, the more the server becomes popular, the more the risk of server link becoming the bottle neck. So, in today’s increasing use for multimedia applications, a model that can scale well to the demands is essential. In an Ideal scenario, as the number of connections increases so should be the available bandwidth. We propose ID server that adapts to the varying demands and maintains videos probabilistically in the server partitions at the connected clients. Current machines have disk capacities greater than 120Gb. This is expected to further increase in the future and can get cheaper. Most of this memory in the client machine is unutilized. So, memory may not be an issue in the future. In the proposed
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system, client and server partitions keep only one video. However, when memory is plentiful, this scheme can be extended by maintaining multiple videos in each partition and using standard cache management techniques such as LRU for buffer management. Also, by caching the requests at the clients, better content distribution of data is possible. For example, let us consider the server is located in UK. It has some videos on cricket. Since this is very popular game in India, Sri Lanka, and Pakistan – there is a high probability that these videos are accessed by people in these regions. Thus these videos are densely distributed in the client machines located in these countries. There is a high probability that a new user who requests that data will also be from these places. So the server can now directly redirect the new client to one located close by. Although this may increase the latency initially, it reduces the load on network resources and thus guarantees a smooth delivery of data. Different models and techniques are proposed for the efficient use of bandwidths at the server. Traditional Server-Client model was proposed in the early days. However, it severely limits the client satisfactory index (number of satisfied clients). When the server’s bandwidth is limited so will be the CSI (client satisfactory index). The other famous model is Peer to Peer model in which, clients can collaborate with each other in fulfilling the requests. This has good scalability and such co-operative system clearly seems promising. This purely depends on the client to client sharing and server will merely be a director. But, already there are servers that can serve requests up to certain limit. So, this co-operative scheme can be incorporated in the streaming servers in an intelligent way to get better and reliable results. Such Hybrid approach seems promising for the future high demands. We propose such intelligent system that maintains the video popularities and updates these videos probabilistically among the connected clients. In today’s world computer memory is cheaply available and server bandwidth is becoming more of a concern than the client end’s bandwidth. Our system is built on these ideas. Also, there are provisions for each client to act as super nodes by serving other clients or turning off their serving mode and act as mere clients to get data in case of congestion at client’s ends.
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In this report, we compare our system with existing models such as traditional server-client model, peer to peer systems. We compare all these systems in terms of CSI as the measure of performance. More the value of CSI, better the system. We consider various cases in measuring performances among the systems in our simulations. We have done simulations based on single video, multiple videos with same popularity, multiple videos with differing popularities, differing server capacities etc…We also show that in each case ID server performs as good as others and in most of the cases, out performs others. All our simulations are done with videos of short duration (order of 100 KB). Server keeps a threshold up to which it can distribute both client and server partitions. Once the threshold is crossed, server streams only the requested data to Client partitions. We refer to this threshold as Server Partition Threshold. If new clients continue to connect, eventually server runs out of bandwidth and starts redirecting requests to the connected clients. This cut-off is referred to as Server Capacity. These two thresholds need to be configured intelligently to provide the maximum performances.



Related Work Fortune crowned P2P as one of the four technologies that will shape the future of Internet. According to authors of [3] Internet is built on three fundamental assets: information, bandwidth and computing resources. All these vast resources are underutilized. Newly installed fiber provides additional bandwidth, but hot spots continue to get hotter and cold pipes continue to remain cold. People always go to Google for search, EBay for auctions, Youtube for videos. One promising way to overcome this imbalance in Internet is to distribute load using P2P. The authors of [4] present the design and implementation of a distributed video caching system using the peer-to-peer computing technology. The proposed architecture allows the clients to take part in a video distribution network. These clients cache the large video objects that they viewed and later stream the videos to other clients that request the same video objects. Our scheme extends this scheme intelligently based on video ranking. The authors of [5] and
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[6] address the issue of caching video sequences. In [5] complete sequence of video is stored, with their tails being removed as the cache fills up. The authors of [6] propose a scheme to reduce the overall latency by caching the initial few frames. The authors of [8] store arbitrary parts of video sequence and use a layered coder. All these schemes give importance to using the limited amount of memory in the client. But in the current era, memory is getting cheaper and underutilized in client machines. Video servers have become extremely popular that, the bottleneck comes because of the limited resources at server machine. Here, in this work we try to address this problem. The authors [7] use a strategy to improve caching mechanisms, by coordinating the file caches of many machines distributed on a LAN to form a more effective overall file cache. They propose a scheme to improve network file system performance by coordinating the contents of client caches and allowing requests not satisfied by a client’s local in-memory file cache to be satisfied by the cache of another client. We extend some of their cooperative sharing techniques in the context of video distribution and sharing among clients. The author of [9] describes a cooperative distribution protocol for video on demand. In this protocol, every client that watches a video has to forward it to next client. As a result, the video server only distributes a video that no client can forward. Suppose client A requests for a video V, before the video is completely transmitted, Client B also request for Video V, then the server transmits data to client A, and then client A forwards the data stored in its buffer to client B. Now if client C comes requesting for the same video V, then it is served by Client B. Now suppose all clients have received the data and if client D comes, it is served by the server. This approach has several disadvantages. Firstly, because it forms a chain like transmission scheme, the clients at the end of the chain have to receive packets through all the clients before it. So the routing path is not optimal, and now suppose, the first client in the chain suddenly terminates, all the clients in the chain will be affected. Also if there is congestion between the Server and the first client in the chain, this will be felt across the entire chain. Consider the case when Client 1 is connected via a dial up ISDN and client 2 has a T1 connection. Now because the packets are routed through client 1, client 2 is limited by the bottleneck at client 1. Also transmitting real time data through such routes which are far from optimal needs to be considered. The authors of [10] introduce a batching scheme where by server batches request for same
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video together and multicasts a single data stream to all the clients thus reducing the overall network resources consumed. Piggybacking is another technique proposed by authors of [11]. This tries to combine the transmission of same videos. Suppose Client 1 has requested for video A and another Client 2 comes and requests for the same video after say 5 minutes. So, instead of transmitting separate streams to both Client A and B, it merges them and sends a multicast. To achieve this, it decreases the display rate of Client A and increases the display rate of Client B, so that both come to same level in certain time. However decreasing clients quality, because another client had asked for the same video may not be acceptable. Fast broadcasting [12] video maintains set of streams and segments information and each stream will be periodically broadcasting its segments. When the user is watching movie from one stream, movies from other streams will be downloaded for playing next. This automatic download can pose challenges to the buffer space and congestion at the server end. Skyscraper broadcasting [13] uses more streams thus increasing the demands at the server end. New pagoda protocol [14] uses more segments per streams and due to this, more delays before start of the video play. We studied a variation of cooperative distribution protocol that uses the currently connected client’s bandwidths for serving new requests. But, various problems can occur such as coping when client fails, when the buffers at the client are limited, overburdening a single client (thus causing congestion). Chaining protocol maintains the client buffer size and their current status of the play in redirecting the future requests to the appropriate clients. But, one issue we found was when the client has finished playing or has wiped its earlier frames, the clients connected to it have to again hit the server and similar bandwidth issues can rise. Peer to peer video distribution on the internet [4] uses web caches at the client end to serve other clients that can connect to them (server can redirect these clients). But, the notion of the popularity of the videos is missing. Thus, even though a video is highly popular it can be deleted from the cache and more clients again have to rely back on the server. There is no statistical information related to the requests for a movie in this scheme. Bit Torrent [15] chop content into k pieces. It encode the k pieces of data into n pieces where n>k pieces. Retrieval of any k pieces allows reconstruction of original data. So it is sufficient to have any k servers among n servers available at any time. However
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this may not be suitable for real time data, because it needs to retrieve all the k pieces and decode them before the user can see the first frame.



Structure of the report Section 2 discusses the Basic Idea Section 3 discusses the architecture and implementation details of the system Section 4 describes some of the design choices Section 5 shows the simulations and results Section 6 Concludes and shows future work



2. Basic Idea As mentioned in the earlier sections, server maintains two partitions at each client. Client Partition stores the requested video and Server Partition probabilistically stores popular videos based on server’s discretion. The idea behind maintaining two partitions is to keep the more popular videos in more number of clients to serve well for the future requests. Even, if the current requests are random in nature, by maintaining more popular videos at the initially connected clients, more and more future requests can be redirected to the connected clients thus, increasing the number of satisfied clients (Referred as CSI). Also, this kind of system can adapt well to the dynamically varying popularities. When a video becomes more popular, store this in the server partitions of the connected clients replacing the older videos that are no more popular. Storing videos in server partition will not have strict real time requirements and can be updated depending on the network conditions at both server and client. Few ways of doing this could be to push videos into server partitions at each client when the total connected clients are below certain threshold (Server Partition Threshold), or update server partitions for the connected clients periodically during night or let clients notify the server when they are free to get data onto their server partitions. In this system, we implemented the first
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method of maintaining a SP-Threshold below which all the clients will get popular videos in their server partitions along with the requested videos. Clients connected after this threshold will get only their requested data into their client partition. By storing videos at the time of low congestion in the network, when the congestion builds up at server due to increase in incoming requests, (exceeds Server Capacity), these requests can be rerouted to the other connected clients. Thus storing popular videos probabilistically at early stages can pay off when future requests arrive. More over, server redirects an incoming request to a client only when it knows that the already connected client has the complete video of the new request and it is available for serving. Re-routing of the requests can be done intelligently by keeping track of the delays among the currently connected clients and the newly coming requests. These one way delays can give an idea of the network topology and the locality of the requests and can be used efficiently in re-routing the requests to their near by nodes. Also, measuring one way delays very frequently can increase the computation requirements at the server and measuring rarely can give spurious results. So, for this, periodic measurements of these delays are used. Also, two kinds of controls in any request-response model are essential. One, flow control and the other congestion control. When the receiver is overflowing its buffers, it should notify sender to reduce its rate. Also, when the server is suffering from congestion in the network, it should reduce its rate adaptively. TCP takes care of both of these by managing advertised window and congestion window. But, due to TCP’s bursty nature it is not well suited for multimedia applications. UDP is smoother in nature but lacks both these controls. We propose an application protocol that uses UDP as underlying transport protocol and implements both of these controls.



3. Architecture of ID Server Here, we propose the architecture of the system in terms of client and server. Each Server program will have provisions for streaming the video requests and redirecting them
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during crunch for server bandwidths. Client will have a program for connecting to server and also a replica of server program to fulfill redirected requests (provided enough bandwidth available at their ends). An application level protocol is built to communicate effectively between Server and Clients. Along with video packets, different types of informational packets will be transferred among the nodes in sharing the information.



3.1 Packet types Below are the packet types used by the application protocol of the ID server. Packet Types INITIATE



Used to initiate a connection from client to a server



INITIATE_ACK



Used to notify the success of INITIATE



REDIRECT



Used to notify client to redirect the request to other clients



ACK



Used by receiver to request the next packet (flow control)



VIDEO



Regular video packet transmitted by sender



ACK_RTT



Same as ACK but, contains the time stamp of the client that can be used in measuring one way delays. (Congestion Control)



DONE



Client notifies server that it is ready for serving packets of this video



DISCONNECT



Client notifies server that it wants to disconnect



TERMINATE



Server notifies clients that this request can not be redirected or served



Most of these packet types are generic and their short descriptions explain what they are for. When first time, INITIATE requests come to server (or any client that accepts incoming requests) and if it can serve the request, it responds with an INITIATE_ACK and maintains the connected clients’ information in its map. The map contains the client ID as the key and the clients’ Meta information as its value. This Meta information contains the video requested, its available status for serving, its one way delay, the server partition video that is being maintained etc… When the client is receiving the video that it has requested, its status will be busy meaning that this video can not be served by this client as it has not got it fully. Once, the video is transferred completely, client acknowledges with a DONE message and the server turn off its busy status making it a potential sender for future requests.
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ACK_RTT is required to send the client time stamps on a periodic basis. It serves the purpose of both ACK and sending RTT information to the sender. When the sender realizes that most of its connected clients have increasing trend in one way delays, it can keep its server capacity to this value and will not serve any more requests and redirect future ones if possible. ACK_RTT can be sent in once every 50 ACKs. This value depends on various network conditions. Sending this too frequently can cause computation over head at server and sending too rarely can give spurious results. This should be configured intelligently. When the client wants to disconnect from the system, it sends a DISCONNECT message to the server and server echoes back with TERMINATE and erases the client entry from its map. Next time, when client connects it sends an INITIATE with the video request and its server partition video.



3.2 Flow & Congestion Control We maintain flow control of the application with the ACK messages. Suppose a client is connected from an ISDN line and another client has a T1 connection. Now, satisfying both the clients with a constant bit rate is not possible. If we send packets at a rate optimized for T1 connection, the ISDN client may overflow its buffers, on the other hand, if we transmit at a minimum rate optimized for ISDN client, the T1 connection remains under utilized. Thus we identify that in order to cater for heterogeneous clients we need to have flow control. Similarly depending on the one way delays server can control its incoming requests and thus, maintains congestion control. The server operates based on selective Acks. So the receiver can send an Ack for several packets together. We also send data to selected server partitions during low loads. This traffic is non real time. This should not effect the transmissions of Server to client partitions. So we implement this filling up of Server partitions using TCP. When there is congestion, TCP immediately backs off thus allowing more room for UDP connections which need higher priority. Now consider a scenario where the server cannot accept more
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connections, so the server now redirects the new clients to existing clients. Suppose client C3 needs to be redirected, and C1, C2 has this video. Then, the Server transmits the IP address of both C1 and C2 to C3. Now client needs to choose one among them intelligently. We again use RTT for this. The client C3 sends a RTT request packet to C1 and C2. Now based on the time stamp, C3 can judge optimal path. Suppose C1 is located close to C2, it will have a smaller value of RTT and thus C3 chooses C1 over C2. This scenario is illustrated in figure 1.



Figure 1. Intelligent connection based on Geographic location and Congestion However we have not developed the complete code with all these features. Also, for our simulations we tried to determine these thresholds programmatically and we could not use congestion as a basis for calculating server load. We performed several experiments. We wrote a C program that generated around 100 clients that transmit data to the sender. There was no much significant difference in the RTT times measured at Server. This can be due to high capacity LAN, almost 1Gbps. So for the purpose of simulations we manually configured the values for Server Partition Threshold and Server Capacity.
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3.3 Handling client disconnections, client overload Suppose the client is retrieving data form another client. There is a chance that source client might disconnect. This scenario can be handled in an intelligent way. Since the client first contacts the server, the server gives the client the IP addresses of several machines that have the video requested by this client. So when there is a disconnection, the client instead of contacting the server again quickly can switch to another client. Since there is some data already buffered in the client machine which is yet to be played, this transition can happen smoothly. Also the client can handle limited number of connections from other peer clients. When this limit exceeds the client does not further accept any connections. Again since the requesting client has multiple IP-addresses, it can request data from another client. This might slightly increase the latency.



4. Design Choices (Movie Ranking and distribution) The server maintains a movie rank associated with each movie based on the number of requests from client. From the server statistics, although the server is overloaded at peak times, there are intervals of time when the server is underutilized. This might be during night time or when there are few clients connected. Server can use these times to distribute video based on popularity to different clients. All the clients need not have a video on their server partition. It is up to the server/client to decide the clients in which it wants to distribute the data. One way of maintaining such ranking and distribution is discussed here. Consider the video of new Madonna album in Google video. It has approximately 16 million hits, where as a video on stars, supernova and black holes which was added on the same day has only 7600 hits. Thus there is a huge contrast in the popularity of videos. We want to differentiate videos based on this ranking. First, we want to start with a ranking methodology. If we continue to rank videos solely based on hits, it might lead
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undesired results. For example consider the 1984 world cup finals. This might have been very popular and might have received number of hits during that time. Suppose a user newly puts up a world cup final match of 2007. There is a possibility of this video being accessed more than the 1984 match. But this will have lower rank since it has fewer hits as of now. Here, a scheme is proposed to calculate the rank at the end of day based on new hits to consider the effects of age. A simple equation could be: New Rank = Old Rank + (K – (Number of hits today)) or New Rank = α  (Old Rank) - β  (Number of hits today) Here K, α, β are some positive constants. We can set K to average number of hits on a particular day i.e. total number of hits divided by total number of videos. This indicates the number of times a video is accessed when all the videos are accessed equally. We reduce the rank when the number of hits a video receives is less than this average and increase the rank when the number of hits received is more than this average. Note that these calculations are done at the end of day when the server is idle based on the number of hits received during that day. We also need to consider the default rank that can be assigned to a newly added video. We can assign it a least rank. However if it turns out to be popular it quickly catches up based on the above formulae. Similarly, α, β can be tuned to increase the priority of the history vs. current hits of the day. There are several other strategies possible which need to be researched. Such as giving it the highest rank and then decreasing the rank, if the video does not receive many hits. We can also give a rank some where in the middle. Each scheme has different performance in different conditions. But we considered bottom up approach because the fraction of videos which grow up in popularity is very less compared to videos added. So instead of giving them high ranks and decreasing the rank of most of the videos, we think it will be better to assign them low ranks initially and then increase the rank of those few popular videos. Also giving them high rank in our scheme initially means distributing
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them in server partitions of many clients and since eventually most of the videos will end up with low ranks, it will waste lot of server, network and client resources. Now that we have proposed a scheme to handle rank related issues, scheme for distributing videos based on ranks is discussed here. For simplicity we assume that only the videos with top 20% of the ranks will be distributed in server partitions. This is based on the Pareto’s principle 80-20 rule which says that 80% of the clients request only for 20% of videos. Thus by distributing the top 20% of the videos across the clients we can significantly reduce load on server, network resources and also increase the throughput of the entire system. Now how to distribute these videos in the server partition is another design issue which we need to address. For analysis we can use a simple scheme. Arrange the videos in ascending order of rank. Now the position of the video is considered as its weight. Now, the number of server partitions in which the video is stored is given by N(V) = (P/Tw)  W(V). Here N(V) = Number of server partitions in which the video V is stored. P = Number of server partitions available during distribution. Tw = Total weights of all videos. W(V) = Weight of video V. For example consider three videos, V1, V2, V3. Where V1 has the highest rank, then comes V2 and then comes V3. Now arranging them in ascending order of ranks and assigning the position of video as its weight we have: Video Weight V3



1



V2



2



V1



3



Total weights Tw = 6. Total available Server Partitions = 50.
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Based on above equations, we see that V1 needs to be distributed in 25 partitions, V2 in 17 and V3 in 8 partitions. If real time video data is available we can customize the server with more complex video distribution schemes. One more issue that needs to be considered is client selections i.e, in which client can we distribute V1? One approach could be to pick and distribute equally based on geography. Another intelligent way could be to pick the clients which have been connected to the server for a long time. There is a high probability that these would continue their connection. Although it is complex, this is a better approach. Consider that we distributed a video on the server partition of client and within few minutes, the client disconnects. This will lead to wasting the client and server resources. So the best approach would be to pick a client which has high probability of maintaining connection to the server like super nodes used in skype. We realize that there can be better and intelligent methodologies for these methods. There is still lot of scope for improvements in intelligent distributions.



5. Simulations We started the simulations by connecting several systems, but due to large number of clients required for analysis we wrote a program that creates several threads, with each thread behaving as a client, listening to a different port. We have used socket programming on Solaris for all the simulations. To begin with, we assumed a server streaming a single video and several clients trying to connect to it. In later cases we considered more interesting scenarios with multiple videos and varying priorities. Single Video For the traditional Client Server Architecture, the capacity of server is limited. As more the number of clients try to connect to the same server, the resources of the server get depleted rapidly and there would be high congestion at the server link. We simulated the server so that it can serve a maximum of 10 clients and will reject any number of connections above 10. We call this the Server Capacity. The actual Server Capacity is - 15 -



dynamically dependent on the congestion at a particular instant of time. It depends on the number of clients already connected, the data rates and the congestion in the network. We tried to estimate this capacity using several experiments. We wrote a program that generated 100 clients that transmitted data to a single Server. We measured the round trip time at each client for every 10 packets using timestamps piggybacked on Acks. Although there was some increase in the round trip time as more clients transmitted data, the observed difference was very small. We attribute this to the high LAN capacity 1Gbps in TAMU network. We could have repeated the experiment with more than 1000 clients, but this would unnecessarily congest the entire network. So for the purpose of simulation we assume a fixed capacity for the server although this is calculated dynamically by ID server in real time. This assumption holds for all the simulations going forward. For the simulation with single video, we used 20 clients connecting to a single server requesting for the same video. The first Client connects after a delay of 1 second. From then on next 9 clients connect with a delay of 200ms one after the other. Another set of 10 clients try to connect to the server independently after a delay of 10 seconds. Here also the first client from the second batch (11th client) connects after a delay of 10 seconds and from then on next 9 clients connect with a delay of 200ms between each other similar to the first set. We used initial delay to ensure that the server starts listening before clients begin their transmission. We used packet size of 1KB for all simulations and each client receives the video of 100 KB size for all our simulations. Figure 2 illustrates number of clients satisfied in the traditional Client Server Architecture. Since the server capacity is limited to 10 connections, it can satisfy a maximum of 10 clients. Here CSI refers to client satisfactory index i.e., it refers to the number of clients satisfied.
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Traditional Client Server Model with single video



Client Satisfactory Index



12 10 8 6 4 2 0 1



298 595 892 1189 1486 1783 2080 2377 2674 2971 3268 3565 3862 4159 4456 4753 Time in milli seconds



Figure 2. CSI for Traditional Client Server Model with Server streaming single video



Then we simulated the same configuration with an ID server. Since there is only a single video, and since we assume that each client can serve only one of the other clients, we considered only client partition. The results are illustrated in Figure 3. There is an improvement of 50% in CSI. In ideal scenario, all the 10 clients from first batch should be able to serve the next 10 increasing the CSI by 100%. But, due to the timer values, by the time 11th client connects still the first 10 clients are busy receiving data into their partitions, so server has to terminate the connection for client 11. However by the time 15th Client arrives, Client 1 completely gets the video and thus server redirects Client 15 to Client 1. Similarly by the time Client 16 requests for the video, Client 2 completely receives the video and is able to serve Client 16. The same repeats for other Clients. In this simulation the first 10 Clients will always be connected to the server. The basic idea is to simulate a scenario where the server is completely congested i.e. operating at server capacity and new clients are directed to existing clients.
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ID Server with Single Video



Client Satisfactory Index



16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 0 1



298 595 892 1189 1486 1783 2080 2377 2674 2971 3268 3565 3862 4159 4456 4753 Time in milli seconds



Figure 3. CSI for ID Server Model with Server streaming single video



Multiple Videos Without Priority We have simulated a server streaming multiple videos. Total of five videos with same popularity are considered in this case. Each video is of 100 KB size. We simulated clients with traditional server-client model, only with Client Partition and using both client and server partitions to compare among Traditional server-client model, P2P model and ID server. For traditional Server since the clients can only connect to Server, there is no change in the CSI when server streams multiple videos when compared to CSI when server streams a single video. The CSI plot for traditional Client Server architecture with client serving multiple videos is plotted in Figure 5. This looks same as earlier diagrams as the server strictly restricts the connected clients to 10. Next we consider ID Server without Server partition. This is almost similar to traditional cooperative model (P2P) with the exception that server can also serve few requests along with clients. In this, first 10 Clients are connected to the Server and request for videos randomly. The next 10 Clients also request for videos randomly. However since the Server cannot take up more connections, they are served by the Clients connected to the Server. The results for ID Server without Server Partition are illustrated in Figure 6. We observe that there is an improvement of 20% in the Client Satisfactory Index. All though the performance is
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better compared to a traditional Server, the performance is not as good as that achieved with single video. This is because, there are multiple videos available and the probability of satisfying the arriving clients by the already connected clients is smaller than in the first case. We also simulated considering the effect of Server Partition. Since we did not consider the priority of Videos yet, the videos are randomly distributed in the Server partition of first 5 Clients. The results are illustrated in Figure 7. We observe that there is an improvement of 50% when compared to the Traditional Client Server and an improvement of 25% when compared to ID Server with only Client partition for CSI. The improvement obtained is similar to that of single video. ID server performs better with extra server partitions due to the increased number of buffers at clients. Since, there is no popularity considered the benefits are only slightly better than that of ID server with only client partitions (Traditional co-operative).



Traditional Server with Multiple Videos without priority



Client Satisfactory Index



12 10 8 6 4 2 0 1



298 595 892 1189 1486 1783 2080 2377 2674 2971 3268 3565 3862 4159 4456 4753 Time in milli seconds



Figure 5. CSI for Traditional Client Server with Server Streaming Multiple Videos without considering priority of Videos
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ID Server with Multipe Video without Priority



Client Satisfactory Index



14 12 10 8 6 4 2 0 1



356 711 1066 1421 1776 2131 2486 2841 3196 3551 3906 4261 4616 4971 Time in milli seconds



Figure 6. CSI for ID Server with Server Streaming Multiple Videos without considering priority of Videos (Similar to Traditional Cooperative models)



Client Satisfactory Index



ID Server with server partition with multiple videos and same priority 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 0 1



298 595 892 1189 1486 1783 2080 2377 2674 2971 3268 3565 3862 4159 4456 4753 Time in milli seconds



Figure 7. CSI for ID Server with Server Partition and Server Streaming Multiple Videos without considering priority of Videos Multiple Videos with Priority Now we simulate the effect of Multiple Videos with known priorities. For these simulations we increase the number of Clients to 40. Each Client can handle two connections from other clients. The server capacity is 10. The first Client connects with a delay of 1 second. From then on 9 more clients connect every 200ms one after the other.
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There are 30 other clients competing for videos. The first among them connects after an initial delay of 10 Seconds. From then on the rest of the 29 Clients connect for every 0.2 milliseconds one after the other. There are 11 Videos being streamed by the Server. The first Video has a high priority of 0.8. The rest of the 10 Videos have equal probability of 0.02. All videos are of 100 KB size. We distributed the videos in the Server partition proportionally based on priorities. Initially we considered a total of 5 Server Partitions. The results are illustrated in Figure 8. Here Intelligent Distribution refers to intelligently distributing Videos based on their priorities in Server Partition. Random Distribution refers to randomly distributing Videos in the Server Partition without considering priorities. Normal Cooperative refers to Servers without server partition. This is similar to P2P. Traditional Server refers to architecture where only Server can serve the Clients.



Simulation with 5 Server Partitions



Client Satisfactory Index



30 25



Intelligent distribution with Priority



20



Random Distribution



15



Traditional Client Server



10 Normal Cooperative



5 0 1



460 919 1378 1837 2296 2755 3214 3673 4132 4591 Time in milli Seconds



Figure 8. CSI for ID Server with 5 Server Partitions and Server Streaming Multiple Videos, considering priority of Videos We repeated the same experiment by increasing the Server partitions. The results are illustrated in Figure 9, Figure 10.
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Simulation with 10 Server Partitions



Client Satisfactory Index



35 30



Intelligent distribution with Priority



25



Random Distribution 20 Traditional Client Server



15 10
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Figure 9. CSI for ID Server with 10 Server Partitions and Server Streaming Multiple Videos, considering priority of Videos



Simulation with 15 Server Partitions
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Figure 10. CSI for ID Server with 15 Server Partitions and Server Streaming Multiple Videos, considering priority of Videos We observe that increasing the Server partitions from 5 to 10 improves the Client Satisfactory index for intelligent distribution by 25%. However there is no improvement for CSI for intelligent distribution by increasing the Server partitions from 10 to 15. This
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is because, the additional 5 Server Partitions are in the last 30 Clients which connect almost at a time to the Server. So only the first 10 Server partitions have effect on the performance. Finally, we summarized the effects of Server Partitions for varying number of Server Partitions in Figure 11.



Effect of server Partitions Intelligent distribution with Priority with 5 Server Partitions
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Figure 11. CSI for ID Server with Multiple Server Partitions and Server Streaming Multiple Videos, considering priority of Videos Effect of Round Trip Delay We simulated the effect of round trip delay on how the connections get established in ID Server compared to normal P2P Server. The results are illustrated in Figure 12. Since ID Server connects based on RTT, it always chooses the nearest available Client. But Since the P2P Server chooses randomly, the connections i.e. the network paths may not be optimized. We don’t have solid results to plot on the graph. But, in the diagram, arrows show the differences between ID server Vs Random redirection. These arrows are drawn by referring to the client connection establishments found in the trace file. Although we have done the simulations with a single server and 40 clients (20 in few cases), increasing the number of clients using a single server will further increase the performance of ID server as it can serve more clients thus, improving the scalability of the system. - 23 -



Figure 12. Effect of Hops on ID Server and Normal Server



6. Conclusions & Future Work In this report, we have proposed a system based on the cooperative techniques and with an intelligent distribution scheme of videos among the connected clients. In the simulations performed, this has significant advantages over the traditional server-client model and regular peer to peer models (with no server partitions). Results have been presented to show the higher Client Satisfactory indexes with an intelligent dynamic streaming server when compared to other existing techniques. We have also shown that increasing server partition threshold unlimitedly won’t necessarily give significantly better results. Currently, system is studied in the LAN with client and server located very close to each other. The studies should extend to understand the system’s behavior at higher loads in varying network conditions in WANs. The current system needs to be studied in varying network topologies and RTT values. As the newly uploaded videos may not have enough
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visits, determining popularities based on the visits alone may not be enough. Better and scalable schemes need to be devised that can accurately and adaptively determine the popularities of the videos uploaded.
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